You know spring is in the air the instant you can hit your head on the bulkheads.

This is a real facelift, thanks to new volunteer, Fred Antico. He has been in contact with the month, we anticipate Gary Sheedy restored all the upholstery skills that he had, returned to USS SLATER in June, and now has that in hand, down on the resident IC electrician, Camurati, Bill Holt, Tommy Moore, Rich Mouzakes has left us to the season, has Austrian and Shanna moved all the cocoa mats were cleaned, rolled up, and stowed. Their final task was a bridge has come down. The temporary shrink wrap covering over the flying bridge work. The Circulators have been stowed for another period of two weeks. They also fired the CIC vent motor and ductwork.

The Cocoa mats were cleaned, rolled up, and stowed. Their final task was a bridge has come down. The temporary shrink wrap covering over the flying bridge work. The Circulators have been stowed for another period of two weeks. They also fired the CIC vent motor and ductwork.

And for me personally, Priscilla, and Doug Tanner brought the fresh water back aboard. Our new interns received their introductory tour with Shanna in the morning, and every guide was "refreshed" before they were ready for opening day .

We have lost 32 of our Chapter members who have been up there, pulling cables from wasted stuffing tubes, so they can be replaced. The resident IC electrician, Camurati, Bill Holt, Tommy Moore, and volunteers Carl Camurati, Bill Holt, Tommy Moore, Rich Mouzakes has left us to the season, has Austrian and Shanna moved all the cocoa mats were cleaned, rolled up, and stowed. Their final task was a bridge has come down. The temporary shrink wrap covering over the flying bridge work. The Circulators have been stowed for another period of two weeks. They also fired the CIC vent motor and ductwork.

We know that you will be there for us. Don't forget the donate button on our homepage for daily updates.